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Portable generator repair manuals



Unsupported Video Playback When power to your home fails, the standby generator works automatically. Then turn itself off when utility power resumes. With a portable generator, you have to move it outside, find gas cans and extension cables, fill up the gas tank, run the cable through the house, manually start the
generator, and refuel every few hours. TAGSGeneracgenerator sportsmanship generator Video Playback Generator Not Supported When the storm hit, many homeowners broke up their portable generators. Here's what you should know to operate it safely. What You Should Know About Portable Generators • Location,
location, location. Portable generators are outdoors, in the open space. Place one under a shady tree, away from the house.• Never place a generator in an enclosed space. Places to avoid are under the carport, in the garage or anywhere near the windows and doors that open.• Be careful with carbon monoxide. All
generators create carbon monoxide, which is colorless, odorless and can be very dangerous. Install carbon monoxide detectors in your home to monitor CO levels and safety about The Power Generated Portable Generators • Maintain realistic expectations. You may want to run some lights or fans when the power is out.
They don't need a lot of power and you can use almost any size generator to run them. Small inverters are popular generators, but you won't run refrigerators or air conditioners with them.• Know your generator's load limits. Some options include 1,000 watts, 2,000 watts and up to 8,000 watts. (The latter can run window
air conditioners and refrigerators). Search online calculators —especially on generator manufacturers' websites —that can tell you which devices and equipment you can run based on load.• Use the right cable. Only use heavy duty extension cables (exterior rated). Thin interior cables are not made for portable generators
and can be dangerous - never use them for this purpose.• Refuel safely. Only add fuel when the generator is off and cooled. What You Should Know to Keep Your Generator Functioning Properly • Clean Fuel. If the portable generator has set a few months, not in use, drain all fuel from it and dispose of it properly.•
Replace the spark plugs. It's cheap to buy new spark plugs and they're easy to install - and doing so will make the engine work much better.• Clean or replace the air filter. If you haven't saved the generator air filter for a while, it's time to clean or replace it. Because when you need a generator, it will work hard and it
needs to be in Prima. Portable generators allow you to turn on equipment, tools, and other items that require electricity during power outages, while working on remote work sites or while camping. Unlike standby generators, portable portable not connected all the time and easy to move and save. Honda
EU1000i$800Inverter900/1000653–5928.7Buy nowGenerac GP Series$399Emergency3600/450012N/A123Buy nowBriggs &amp; Stratton 30651 P2200$500Inverter1700/220045954.6Buy nowChampion 03500-Watt$490Emergency3500/40001268124.6Buy nowGenerac GP
17500$3,000Professional17500/2625010N/A390Buy nowGoal Zero Yeti 150$200Solar80/1604012Buy nowData obtained May 2019. Prices are subject to change and should be used only as a general guide. Portable generators use resources — such as gasoline, propane, or solar energy — to run internal engines. The
machine drives the so-called generator head, which generates electrical power. You can then connect the item or extension cable to a power outlet on the generator to temporarily turn it on. Most portable generators contain these components:Internal combustion engineAlternatorStarterFuel tankOutletsYou will probably
find several different types of portable generators during your search. Use this chart to help you nail which one is best for your situation. Solar battery powerCreate solar energy to charge internal batteriesWhy time of use or turn on small items such as phone chargersNo need fuelQuietNot always reliableNot as powerful
as other optionsRecreate inverterConverts AC to DC power, then return to cleaner AC power; can be used at variable speedTailgating or campingIncreased efficiencyQuietEmergencyGas-powered generators with gasoline tanks and engines larger than other modelsLong power outages running timeCan power large
equipmentCan make more maintenanceCan be more difficult to startProfessionalPowerful, a commercial grade model designed to drive large equipment or equipment for long periods of timeProfessional site workHow much running timeWhat size portable generator do I need? The size you need will depend on what you
will use for your generator. If you're going to use it for a few hours for tailgate or while camping, smaller models should do the trick. But if you want to turn on your home during a power outage, consider other appliances and devices you want to plug in. Medium emergency portable generators can produce 3,000 to 6,000
watts of power and can run some must-have appliances, such as your refrigerator, pump pump and furnace. Large emergency generators with 6,000 to 9,000 watts can generally power multiple rooms in your home, excluding your central air conditioning unit. Extra large emergency generators, capable of producing
10,000 watts or more, should be able to keep your entire home running — air conditioning included — Power outage. Although still portable, this model is larger and larger than other smaller versions. Consider these features when comparing portable generators:Price. Portable generators can range in price from about
$100 for small solar-powered models up to $4,000 or or for larger inverter models. Consider what you're using it for and how many devices you might want to master to decide which price range makes the most sense to you. Size. The best size for you will depend on the planned use for your new generator. If you only
plan to use it while camping, for example, smaller and cheaper options can be many. For emergencies, having a bigger generator on hand is probably your best bet. Noise level. Solar-powered generators and smaller inversions tend to be the quietest, although they are usually less powerful than their gas-powered
cousins. If relying on generators for power outages, noise levels may not be high on your priority list. But when tailgating or camping, going for a quieter model may be worth it. Start the mechanism. Most portable generators need to be started manually, but some models do have power or autostart options. Additional
features. Some models may be equipped with additional bells and whistles such as wheels, easy-to-carry handles, easily accessible fuel gauges, Bluetooth connectivity, and multiple outlets. There are two main ways to connect a portable generator to your home: plug each device into an extension cable running inside
from the outside generator, or connect the generator to your home circuit panel using a transfer switch. Using an extension cable or generator cable This method will allow you to turn on any plugged-in device, but will not drive the embedded device. Place the generator at least 15 feet from your home, with the exhaust
pointing away from doors, windows and ventilation. Run multiple extension cables from the generator to the equipment you want to power. Alternatively, you can run one generator cable from the generator to your home to power multiple devices. Start the generator. Using a transfer switchIt is usually considered the
safest method to power your home with a portable generator. You will need a transfer switch installed in your home next to the electrical panel. Place the generator at least 15 feet from your home, with the exhaust pointing away from doors, windows and ventilation. Connect the generator to a transfer switch in your
home using a generator cable. Start the generator. In turn the breaker in the transfer switch to generator power. Turn on the circuits you want to turn on, one at a time. Storing and maintaining your generator properly will help it last longer and run more efficiently. To do this, follow these basic tips:Read the user manual
for your model, follow all the specific instructions. generator after each use, remove dirt and debris from external components. Store generators with empty fuel tanks, or use fuel stabilizers to help prevent bakacs in the fuel system. Check the generator oil before each use. Regularly inspect parts such as carburetor, air
filter, fuel filter and spark plugs to make sure your generator will be in working order when you you It. Portable generators can help to have around your home or work site. Since they come in different sizes and price points, compare a few options before deciding which one suits you best. Ready to buy? Compare top
portable generatorsTo create our list of best portable generators, we compare overall types, sizes, power, noise levels and features. We also take into account third-party product reviews to round up our research. In general, any inversion generator will be much quieter than a gas-powered model. Honda, Generac, and
Champion are just a few of the many brands rather than the inversion models on offer. Check your generator manual to see if it needs to be grounded. Is this content useful to you? Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may
receive a commission on purchases made from our preferred link. FAQ How many watts does my portable generator need? Wattage refers to the total power that your generator will be able to generate at once. To determine how many watts you need, factor in the device you want to power. A wattage chart with a list of
common and electronic home appliances can help you add all your power needs. You also don't need a generator that can generate power for all at once. Consider when and how you will use your generator. It is important to note that older appliances usually require more power than what is listed because they become
less efficient over time. If the device does not list watts, use the formula watts=volt x amp. You can also purchase a load tester that will help you determine the exact wattage required for each device if you're not sure. What's the difference between starting and running watts? Running watts refers to the amount of power
a device needs to function. Devices like light bulbs and coffee makers, for example, use the same amount of power to start and keep running — so you just have to worry about running watts in their case. Some devices, called reactive loads, have electric motors that require additional power to start and then less just to
keep running. Refrigerators, air conditioners, and power tools are examples of reactive loads. If you want reactive load power, you have to take into account starting watts for how much total power you need from your generator. The initial wattage of the generator is the maximum watt it can produce. Is it safe to use a
portable generator with all my electronics? Be sure to your generator because certain models are not safe to use with sensitive electronics, such as laptops and TVs. Power supply can be inconsistent and surges can cause permanent damage. Generator with inverter technology converts alternating current (AC) to direct
current voltage (DC) and then then to clean the AC voltage. Inversion leads to a constant flow to your device. Inverter generators are often more expensive, but they are safest to use with sensitive devices. While it's pretty easy to make sure you have enough power when you're at home or in your car, there are many
situations where you may need some sort of resource on the go. Sure, a decent battery pack might be fine to keep your phone charged during the day, but what about turning on something more substantial when you're on a camping trip? Or, what if you face some kind of natural disaster and the power outage? That's
where portable generators come in handy. Of course, there are many portable generators to choose from, and they are not all made equal. When buying a portable generator there are dozens of features and considerations to keep in mind. Lifewire Before diving into the features of portable generators, it's good to define
what a portable generator really is. There are two main types of generators: portable generators and standby generators. The standby generator is powered by natural gas or propane and starts automatically during a power outage. They generally start in the $5,000 range and are installed at least semi-permanently.
Portable generators, on the other hand, do not start automatically and can be powered in several different ways, although the most powerful are usually gas-powered. They are slightly cheaper than standby generators, starting at about $500 and starting there. When buying a portable generator, the first thing to consider
is where you want your generator to draw power from. Some modern portable generators are solar powered, but they can't provide as much power as gas or diesel generators. Then, there are a number of other features to consider, such as the number of outlets you want, whether you want a USB output, how much
noise your generator emitted, size, weight, and more. Whether you know exactly what you're looking for from a portable generator or the concept is completely new to you, we've put together this guide to help you. The first thing to consider when buying a portable generator is the type you want. There are gas-powered
generators, which use cordless gas, and diesel-powered generators, which use diesel fuel. There are also solar-powered generators, which are powered by the sun and tend to be significantly less powerful. Gas Lifewire Generators are probably the most common type of portable generator out there. The gas generator
has a small motor in it that burns the gas to produce energy. This means you have to make sure that you have enough gas on hand to run the generator. There are several advantages of gas generators. Although some have not built for continuous use, you can theoretically run a gas generator indefinitely, provided you
Enough gas to do it. Many of them are also more compact than solar generators because they don't need solar panels to charge— meaning that they might be a better option to pack in the car. Even a compact gas generator can generate a lot of power. Due to the fact that gas generators are very easy to set up, and
often more compact than solar generators, they are best to backup in case of power outages or natural disasters. Diesel generators use this type of fuel to run, but they actually work a little differently than their gas-powered counterparts. We're not going to go to the nitty-gritty about how diesel and gas generators work,
but what's important to know is that diesel generators are usually much more fuel efficient than gas generators. The result is that they will run much longer with the same amount of fuel — or run for the same amount of time, but need less fuel to do so. There are some drawbacks to diesel generators, though. For starters,
diesel portable generators are notoriously noisy, meaning that they may not be a great option for those planning to use their generators in tightly knitted environments. While Lifewire determines the overall type of portable generator you want to buy is important, there are a variety of other features to think about as well.
Here's a rundown of other features, and how important they should be in your decision-making process. While many generators only generate power as they generate, sometimes it can help to have a generator with batteries as well. When the generator has a battery, it can store the power it generates until you need it,
which means you don't always need to run the generator to use it. Batteries are indispensable for solar-powered generators, as they generally won't be able to produce as much energy as you use. Instead, they have to store that energy so there's plenty available when you need it. The battery in a portable generator can
range from about 8,000mAh, which is enough to charge a smartphone two or three times, up to 50Ah or more, which is large enough to charge the phone 15 times — although, of course, you may want to use it to more than just charge the phone. There are tradeoffs for larger batteries. For starters, generators with larger
batteries are more expensive. Plus, they're usually larger in physical size as well—which may or may not matter to you. Watt generators basically determine how much power a generator can generate at once. Different devices require different power to work properly, and if your generator does not have high enough
watts, it will not be able to supply enough power to run the device. So how much power do different products need? Well, it's good to check the wattage charge to find out. Smaller devices, such as light bulbs, only require about 60 60 for running, while the grill requires about 1,650 watts, and the coffee maker needs
1,000 watts. The more you want to power at once, the higher the wattage generator you need. To get the highest wattage, you may need a gas or diesel generator. Solar generators are excellent for powering phones and sometimes even laptops, but to power things like electric grills, some lights, and more, you'll need
power that can only be supplied by gas or diesel generators. Generally, portable generators are intended to supply power to household electronics, and most of the time, depending on where you live, these electronics require 110V or 220V to work properly. Therefore, your generator should be able to supply such voltage.
Often, portable generators have a way to adjust the voltage, which may be useful if you turn on a special electronics — although we only recommend adjusting the voltage if you really know what you're doing. In addition to the amount of power that the generator can supply, consider how you get that power from the
generator to your device. Often, the generator has a power outlet where you can connect your device, but you should pay attention to how many outlets are available. If you want to connect ten devices to a generator, you need one with ten outlets—although you may find it difficult to find a generator that can supply
enough watts for ten devices. You can also use power strips to expand the number of outlets you want, but again, keep in mind watts when doing so. Fortunately, many generators also have other types of output. For example, many modern generators offer USB output for things like smartphones and tablets, which can
seriously free up outlets for other things. We recommend buying a generator with at least one outlet and several USB ports, although if you are camping with more than a few people, more output can not hurt. Circuit protectors, or circuit breakers as they are sometimes called, help ensure that you do not damage your
generator with devices that have faulty circuits. When the device does not function properly or exceeds the power load that the generator can offer, the circuit protector will automatically die. If that happens, it's a good idea to check to make sure your equipment and devices are functioning properly. Most portable
generators should have circuit protectors installed in them, but if you see a generator that does not, we recommend clearly directing. Getting one that doesn't have circuit protectors can result in your generator being damaged and being able to You're in a dangerous situation. As mentioned, gas and diesel generators
usually produce at least some noise, and therefore, the amount of noise they produce is worth considering. It may be difficult to determine how much noise your generator will emitted before you buy it, but some companies amount of noise in decibels. If they do, usually the generator will be quiet in general, but we
recommend looking for a generator that is not louder than 60 or 70 dB, which is around the volume of the soft radio being played.  Generators can have large batteries, high-output watts, and many outlets, but if you buy them for camping and can't put them in your car, then it doesn't matter what kind of features it offers.
It's definitely worth considering how big a generator you want, and how much weight you want it to be. Portable generators can range in weight from well below 50 pounds to hundreds of pounds. For most users who want a generator for camping, you don't need a generator that weighs more than 50 to 70 pounds.
 Lifewire There are a number of companies that build portable generators, and they are not all created equal. We recommend staying with a well-known brand that has established itself as a leader. Not only do they tend to be more reliable, but they may also be more helpful if you run into problems. Honda is one of the
better known brands, especially when it comes to gas generators. Apart from Honda, Generac, Cat, Westinghouse, Briggs &amp; Stratton, and Champion all built gas and diesel generators, and it's all worth a look. When it comes to solar generators, check out Rockpals, Jackery, and Goal Zero. There are dozens of
things to keep in mind when buying a portable generator, but hopefully, after reading this guide you have a slightly better understanding of what portable generators offer. However, if you are still confused, we have some overall suggestions. First, decide if you want a solar, gas or diesel generator. To charge small
devices such as smartphones and tablets, solar generators will be fine, but more than that and you have to start looking for gas and diesel generators. After that, find out how many watts you need (and add a little extra on top of that), find out the price range, and try to find one that has multiple power outlets and maybe
some USB ports as well.  No matter what you need from the generator, the good news is that there are many options out there, and you should be able to find something suitable. Suitable.
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